**Official agenda**

- **Tuesday 21st May**
  - 15h00 – 18h30 Registration at Olivarius Apart'Hotels
  - 18h30 – 21h00 Welcome Reception at Olivarius Apart'Hotels

- **Wednesday 22nd May**
  - 09h00 – 10h00 Registration at PJGN Headquarters
  - 09h30 – 10h25 Welcome coffee
  - 10h25 – 10h45 Opening Remarks
  - 10h45 – 12h30 Research and technical developments
    - Session chair: Matthew Beardah
    - 10h45-11h15 The methodology of the marking acetone - main precursor of triacetonotriperoxide (TATP) - D. Blachut (Internal Security Agency - Poland)
    - 11h45-12h30 Symoprep™ - a new tool for efficient particles sampling of explosives traces - D. Poullain, CEA - X. Archer, LCPP - P-A Pelegrin, IRCGN (France)
  - 12h30 – 13h30 Lunch
  - 13h30 – 14h30 FINEX Business meeting
  - 14h30 – 15h00 Coffee Break
  - 15h00 – 16h00 Case studies - Session chair: Robert Mothershead
    - 15h00-15h30 Hand grenades as an extortion method: a new phenomenon in the Netherlands - R. Woortmeijer, Netherlands Forensic Institute (Netherlands)
    - 15h30-16h00 Canada's first suicide bomber: Aaron Driver - N. Hearns, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (Canada)
  - 16h00-16h45 'Ask an expert' Session 1 - Session chair: Cornel Bernet
Thursday 23rd May
09h15 – 10h30  Case studies - Session chair: Rasmus Schulte-Ladbeck
- 09h15 – 09h45  Selected Casework Involving Republican Militants and One Lone Wolf in Ireland - J. O'Shaughnessy, Forensic Science Ireland (Ireland)
- 09h45 – 10h30  The Case of a Novel Mixture and Exploding Targets – R. Mothershead, Federal Bureau of Investigation (United States)

10h30 – 11h00  Coffee break

11h00 – 12h30  Ask an expert' Session 2 - Session chair: Matthew Beardah

12h30 – 13h30  Lunch

13h30 – 15h00  Poster session (with coffee)

15h00 – 15h45  Case studies - Session chair: Jan Dalmolen

Op Besotting: Improvised Device on Parsons Green tube train - Sarah Wilson, DSTL (United Kingdom)

15h45 onwards  Evening in Paris (departure from PJGN at 16h30 - back hotel around 01:00 am)

Friday 24th May
09h45 – 12h30  Case studies - Session chair: John O'Shaughnessy
09h45 – 10h30  A car bomb under a car of a 'person well known to the police' - Jan Dalmolen - Netherlands Forensic Institute (Netherlands)

10h30 – 11h00  Coffee break

11h00 - 12h00  The Road Not Taken - An Improvised Explosives Case Study - Robert Gillette - Federal Bureau of Investigation (United States)

12h00-12h30  Homemade Explosive Case Study: The Winnipeg "Unabomber" - Nigel Hearns, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (Canada)

12h30- 12h45  Closing remarks

12h45- 13h45  Buffet lunch